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It should be obvious by now what the plan is for Julian Assange—psychological torture
resulting in either a total breakdown or an untimely death, the latter supported by the
psychopaths who claim they are our leaders. This psychological torture was noted, with
standard corporate media disinterest, by Nils Melzer, an internationally recognized expert
on torture treatment.
“Unless the UK urgently changes course and alleviates his inhumane situation, Mr.
Assange’s continued exposure to arbitrariness and abuse may soon end up costing his life,”
Melzer, UN special rapporteur on torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment,
said in a statement last week.
Melzer demanded “that London immediately take measures to protect
Assange’s health and dignity… However, what we have seen from the UK
Government is outright contempt for Mr. Assange’s rights and integrity…
Despite the medical urgency of my appeal, and the seriousness of the alleged
violations, the UK has not undertaken any measures of investigation,
prevention and redress required under international law.”
In America, the UK, and much of Europe, the ﬁnancial elite and its political class consider
truth-telling a cardinal sin, a crime punishable by death—not by lethal injection, but slowly
and sadistically under a torture system tweaked by the CIA and put into action in rendition
dungeons scattered around the world.
An article at Strategic Culture Foundation summarizes:
Assange has provided vital information to the international public which
demonstrates systematic corruption by Washington and its allies. For telling
the truth, he is now being persecuted, just as his whistleblowing colleagues,
Chelsea Manning and Edward Snowden are. Manning has been repeatedly
imprisoned in the US, while Snowden has had to seek asylum in Russia for fear
of being summarily incarcerated as a “traitor” if he returns to the US.
In fact, all of us, those who look beyond the headlines and ferret out the truth, are half a
dozen steps away from suﬀering Julian Assange’s fate.
The national security state and its political class plan to kill Assange, keep Chelsea Manning
in prison and ﬁnd a way to return Snowden to the US for a show trial and life behind bars (or
execution).
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It must, however, ﬁrst salt the earth where truth is harvested. Thousands of blogs, similar to
this one, and websites contradicting and disassembling approved narratives, will be
targeted for extinction.
The Mueller investigation did not result in dethroning Donald Trump. The Clinton-DNC attack
on a duly elected president, however, resulted in millions of easily duped Americans
believing Russia somehow meddled in the 2016 election and will do it again in 2020.
According to corporate entities in “partnership” with the state (the true nature of fascism),
Russia is not alone in its supposed hatred of democracy and the self-proclaimed exceptional
nation-state.
“There is an undeclared war that Russia and China are waging against the
United States and the West,” Jim Sciutto, CNN’s chief national security
correspondent and co-anchor of CNN Newsroom, told the Poynter Fellowship in
Journalism Speaker Series in October. “China and Russia, over the last 10
years, have done a remarkably good job at this.”
This alleged manipulation of American voters, according to the state and its corporate
propaganda media, is assisted by Russian agents and a countless number of mindless dupes
unaware of Vladimir Putin’s desire to destroy America.
In 2016, Max Blumenthal wrote:
A shady website that claims “Russia is Manipulating US Opinion Through Online
Propaganda” has compiled a blacklist of websites its anonymous authors
accuse of pushing fake news and Russian propaganda. The blacklist includes
over 200 outlets, from the right-wing Drudge Report and Russian governmentfunded Russia Today, to Wikileaks and an array of marginal conspiracy and farright sites. The blacklist also includes some of the ﬂagship publications of the
progressive left, including Truthdig, Counterpunch, Truthout, Naked Capitalism,
and the Black Agenda Report, a leftist African-American opinion hub that is
critical of the liberal black political establishment.
“You can see in the current atmosphere, where anti-Russia hysteria has spread like typhoid,
how readily-accepted such a notion would be by many. The reds are under our beds and the
Russkies have taken over our airwaves,” wrote Daniel McAdams of The Ron Paul Institute for
Peace & Prosperity wrote in 2017.
The Washington Post, owned by billionaire Jeﬀ Bezos, rolled out the red carpet for the
shadowy group, PropOrNot, and its baseless fact-devoid accusations of alternative media
treason and complicity with Russia.
Bezos is working closely with the CIA on a $600 million internet-cloud deal to get the NSA,
DoD, the National Reconnaissance Oﬃce, the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency, and
other government snoop-and-subvert operations interconnected.
The Alliance for Securing Democracy’s Hamilton 68 eﬀort to destroy alternative media also
has roots in the 2016 election loss of Hillary Clinton. Hamilton 68 is a project supported by
the US State Department, the German Marshall Fund, and NATO. Neocon William Kristol and
DNC operative John Podesta sit on its advisory board. The organization leans heavily on the
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Russian collusion fairy tale, thus lending to the conclusion alternative media is a Trojan
horse that will help the “New Hitler” Putin destroy democracy.

I certainly don’t have a crystal ball to gaze into and read the future. However, it seems
rather obvious what the outcome of all this feverish work to demonize truth-tellers and
install gatekeepers on the internet will be.
First, high visibility “fake news” websites will feel the heat. This is already well underway
with the persecution of Alex Jones for the crime of questioning Sandy Hook and promoting
the Pizzagate conspiracy theory. Lawsuits aimed at Jones are intended to drive his operation
into bankruptcy and hold him criminally responsible for questioning oﬃcial narratives.
The takeaway here—questioning oﬃcial narratives and positing counter-narratives is a risky
business and you are advised not to engage in treasonous behavior with Russian agents if
you value your freedom, ability to earn a living, and want to stay oﬀ a government terror
list.
Second, the concerted eﬀort to sanitize social media of heretical political expression is
moving along at a fairly robust clip. Numerous activists and alternative websites and
individuals—including the above mentioned McAdams—have been scrubbed since Hillary
Clinton declared war on freedom of political expression, which she fallaciously and absurdly
chalked up to malfeasance by Russia and the misbehavior of Deplorables.
Third, there will be “meddling by Russia” in the 2020 election regardless of the winner of the
presidential teleprompter reader sweepstakes. This will be considered a national emergency
and the ﬂoodgates will ﬂy open to suﬀuse the population with scary stories of democracy
lost to the autocrat Putin. Radical measures to stem the tide of subversion will be put
forward and turned into law by the political class.
I have no idea what the outcome of this will be except to say many of us will be prevented
from posting counter-narratives and unearthing hidden truths—historical, political, and
economic. Earlier this year the FBI designated alternative media commentary as domestic
terrorism.
“The FBI assesses these conspiracy theories very likely will emerge, spread, and evolve in
the modern information marketplace, occasionally driving both groups and individual
extremists to carry out criminal or violent acts,” the document states. It also goes on to say
the FBI believes conspiracy theory-driven extremists are likely to increase during the 2020
presidential election cycle.
The FBI’s not talking about ﬂat-earthers and UFOologists. It is targeting alternative media.
The historical record—ignored by the propaganda media—of the FBI’s COINTELPRO
operation to destroy political movements in the 1960s and 70s should be revisited. It is
paradigmatic of the state and its subversion of opposition. For the FBI, terror is truth
unshackled.
Again, I have no idea what will happen, but considering the emphasis placed on the
destruction of the First Amendment—along with the Second and Fifth—and the
manufactured hysteria of insidious Russian (and Chinese) subversion, and the credulity (or
indiﬀerence) of the American people, it now appears the alternative media is in danger of
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extinction, at least on the internet.
*
Note to readers: please click the share buttons above or below. Forward this article to your
email lists. Crosspost on your blog site, internet forums. etc.
Kurt Nimmo writes on his blog, Another Day in the Empire, where this article was originally
published. He is a frequent contributor to Global Research.
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